
1. Often it is the language of maths that is the problem. The word 'divide'   
does not prompt the recall of concepts necessary to progress with confidence.   
The symbol of divide is even further removed from the concepts involved. The  
use  of language such as 'multiply' 'lots of' 'times' 'x' add confusion and  
lack  of confidence. Familiarity with language (words and symbols) can be  
enhanced  through usage and also discussion...'why do we say 'right angle' and not  
'left  angle?' etc. This encourages the students to displace their   
difficulties/sense of failure from themselves to the oddities of language. 
  
2. 'Quiz the numbers' is a game that is easy to create, play and adapt to   
need. It widens the processing of number beyond the numerical world bringing   
numbers further dimensions that increase pupil's confidence and engagement.   
Provide students with selection of single digits. First player picks two. They   
can then decide which order to place them (eg 46 or 64). Then they take a card   
which questions the number...eg 'Do you like this number?' 'Can the number be  
 put into a sum-story? (eg if one caterpiller weighs 2g, 46 of them will  
weigh  92g). 'Is this number divisible by 3?' 'If this number is turned upside  
down,  does it make another number?' 'Is this number less than 50?' 'If you add  
the  digits of this number, is the total greater than 10? (use > 10 to develop   
recognition of symbols..also displays such as 1/2 number > 20? ...10% number   
> 4? etc) 'Can you name somewhere where this number might be found that   
hasn't yet been mentioned in this game (eg house number, page of a book, price  in  
a shop). etc. A 'yes' answer scores one point. A 'no' answer scores  zero. 
Once they've got gist of game, introduce a decimal point and students take   
three numbers.  
Also give three/four numbers and no decimal point. 
Get students to think of/write questions. 
  
Game can also be played by students having a number, then they move pieces   
along a pathway of questions by throwing a dice. 'yes' move on four, 'no' move   
on two. This means, by the end of it, they have got familiarity with that   
one number. 
  
By posing questions that will give 'yes' answers more often with  larger  
numbers, students are encouraged to treat larger numbers more  positively/reduces  
fear of big numbers. 
  
By providing a variety of questions, you are extending attitude of number  to  
outside the 'I hate numeracy domain'. 'If you were the age of your number,   
would you be old enough to drive a car?' 'If your number was the number of   
litres in a bath, could you float a plastic duck in it?'   
...learning/discovery/problem solving all utilised, along with reading. 
  
3. 'reading' is often another difficulty. Approach the reading of  questions,  
sums, displays, graphs, data, etc in the same way you would text.  Practice,  
confidence, reading-for-meaning, extend into realm of 'real-world' and   



relevance by actually bringing in recipe of chocolate crackles to make (recipe  for  
15 crackles, students given different number of paper cases and have to  work  
out what they need), use colour to highlight salient features etc.  (Sally Raymond, 
Plymouth) 
 


